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An observer performance study was conducted to evaluate the usefulness of assessing breast lesion
characteristics with stereomammography. Stereoscopic image pairs of 158 breast biopsy tissue
specimens were acquired with a GE Senographe 2000D full field digital mammography system
using a 1.83magnification geometry. A phantom-shift method equivalent to a stereo shift angle of
±3° relative to a central axis perpendicular to the detector was used. For each specimen, two pairs
of stereo images were taken at approximately orthogonal orientations. The specimens contained
either a mass, microcalcifications, both, or normal tissue. Based on pathological analysis, 39.9% of
the specimens were found to contain malignancy. The digital specimen radiographs were displayed
on a high resolution MegaScan CRT monitor driven by a DOME stereo display board using
in-house developed software. Five MQSA radiologists participated as observers. Each observer read
the 316 specimen stereo image pairs in a randomized order. For each case, the observer first read
the monoscopic image and entered his/her confidence ratings on the presence of microcalcifications
and/or masses, margin status, BI-RADS assessment, and the likelihood of malignancy. The corre-
sponding stereoscopic images were then displayed on the same monitor and were viewed through
stereoscopic LCD glasses. The observer was free to change the ratings in every category after
stereoscopic reading. The ratings of the observers were analyzed by ROC methodology. For the 5
MQSA radiologists, the averageAz value for estimation of the likelihood of malignancy of the
lesions improved from 0.70 for monoscopic reading to 0.72sp=0.04d after stereoscopic reading,
and the averageAz value for the presence of microcalcifications improved from 0.95 to 0.96sp
=0.02d. The Az value for the presence of masses improved from 0.80 to 0.82 after stereoscopic
reading, but the difference fell short of statistical significancesp=0.08d. The visual assessment of
margin clearance was found to have very low correlation with microscopic analysis with or without
stereoscopic reading. This study demonstrates the potential of using stereomammography to im-
prove the detection and characterization of mammographic lesions. ©2005 American Association
of Physicists in Medicine.fDOI: 10.1118/1.1870172g
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mammography is currently the only recommended ima
technique for breast cancer screening. However, mam
graphic sensitivity is often limited by the presence of de
breast parenchyma.1 It has been reported that the false ne
tive rate of mammography in dense breasts can be as
as 25%.2,3 One of the main factors contributing to the
missed cases is the camouflaging effect of the overlap
structures in the projection x-ray images. With the ad
of high-resolution digital detectors for mammograp
a number of new breast imaging techniques such
stereomammography,4–12 digital tomosynthesis,13–15 and
computed tomography16–18 are being developed in an effo
to alleviate this problem. These techniques attempt to
the breast in three dimensionss3Dd or to slice the brea
volume into thin planes so as to reduce the superpositio
breast tissue structures as imaged in two-dimensionals2Dd

projection mammograms. An observer performance study b
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Getty et al.8 indicated that digital stereomammography
proved the estimate of the probability of malignancy
mammographic lesions and allowed the detection of a
tional lesions that were obscured on screen-film mam
grams. Raffertyet al.19 also demonstrated that digital tom
synthesis mammograms could reveal additional les
obscured by dense breast tissue and improved visualiz
of the margins and spiculations of masses.

Stereoscopic imaging requires acquisition of a left
image and a right-eye image. In conventional film-ba
stereoradiography, two film images were obtained by shi
the x-ray source, along a direction parallel to the im
plane, to the left and the right of the central axis of
imaging system. When the two film images are placed p
erly and viewed so that the left eye sees only the left-eye
and the right eye sees only the right-eye film, the para
between the two images creates the depth perception. S

yscopic imaging was utilized for various types of radiographic

1001/1001/9/$22.50 © 2005 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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1002 Chan et al. : Effect of stereomammography on assessment of breast lesions 1002
examinations.20–25 However, it did not receive widespre
acceptance in clinical practice, mainly because of
doubled film cost and increased patient exposure.26 In addi-
tion, radiologists had to read the stereoradiographs w
somewhat cumbersome film stereoscope or had to be tr
to read the stereoradiographs without aid using a “cr
eyed” technique.

In recent years, direct digital detectors have become a
able for medical imaging. Stereoradiography may becom
viable approach with digital imaging because there ar
additional film costs. Furthermore, digital detectors hav
linear response, wider dynamic range, and higher con
sensitivity than screen-film systems so that good-qu
digital stereo image pairs may be acquired at essentiall
same total radiation dose as that for a conventional si
projection screen-film image. Maidmentet al.12 found tha
human eyes can integrate the noise in the left-eye and
eye images such that the detectability of simulated low
trast objects on a uniform noisy background in a single
age was comparable to that of viewing the left- and right
image pair when the total dose of the latter was a
1.13 of the dose of the single image. Maidment’s exp
mental design evaluated the efficiency of noise reductio
binocular summation without utilizing the potential ad
tional advantage of stereo depth perception in signal d
tion. It is likely that this additional advantage would furth
reduce the total dose requirements for stereo imaging t
same as or even lower than those for a single-projection
age. Digital stereoscopic images can be viewed more co
niently than stereo film radiographs because of the elect
display. Different methods for displaying digital stereosco
images are still being developed. One common method
display the left-eye and right-eye images alternately at a
fast refresh rate on a monitor. The images are viewed w
pair of special goggles that typically consist of liquid cry
electronic shutters. The shutters are synchronized with
display so that the left eye of the reader is allowed to
only the left-eye image and the right eye is allowed to
only the right-eye image. For high-resolution medical ima
such as mammograms, no commercial stereo display sy
are available at present.

Stereoradiography provides structural information of
object being viewed in 3D. It has been reported that
spatial distribution of microcalcifications may be associ
with the malignant or benign nature of the cluster.27,28

Masses may be better separated from the overlapping
glandular tissues in stereo than that in a 2D mammog
making it easier to visualize the margin characteristics
determine whether spiculations are present. Therefore
reomammography has the potential of providing additi
diagnostic information that may improve the characteriza
of malignant and benign lesions and reduce unnecessa
opsies.

We are developing stereomammography techniques
a digital mammography system. In our previous studies
examined the effects of stereo shift, geometric magnifica
x-ray exposure, and display zooming on visual depth

4,5,10
crimination of crossing fibrils in stereo phantom images.
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We found that a 2 mm depth discrimination could
achieved with over 90% accuracy on magnification ima
We also investigated the accuracy of using a calibrated
tual cursor to measure the absolute depth of fibrils in ste
scopic images.6,7,11Our results showed that the average r
mean-square errors of depth measurements in stereo i
with the virtual cursor ranged from 0.2 to 1.3 mm, depe
ing on the stereo shift angle and the imaging geom
These studies demonstrated that stereoscopic imagin
provide both qualitative depth discrimination and quan
tive measurement of fibrous structures in a breast. In
present investigation, we conducted an observer perform
study using receiver operating characteristicsROCd method-
ology to investigate the effects of stereoscopic reading o
accuracy of detection and characterization of mammogra
lesions using images of biopsied breast tissue specime

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Data set

Digital stereoscopic image pairs of the breast tissue s
mens were acquired with a GE Senographe 2000D full
digital mammographysFFDMd system. The study was a
proved by the Institutional Review Board. The GE sys
uses a flat panel digital detector composed of a CsI:Tl
tillator and an amorphous-Si active matrix array. The de
tor has a pixel size of 100mm3100 mm and an output gra
level resolution of 14 bits. The raw images are routinely
cessed with GE proprietary software and converted to 1
processed images. We employed a 1.83 magnification ge
ometrysno grid, 0.15 mm focal spotdand a stereo shift ang
of ±3° for imaging the stereoscopic specimen radiograp

The conventional method for stereoradiography is
move the x-ray source to the left and the right of the ce
ray by a chosen stereo shift angle ±u° sor stereo shift dis
tance ±wd for acquiring the left-eye and right-eye images
the early days of radiography, it was determined by trial
error that a total tube shift equal to 10% of the focus-to-
distance produced satisfactory stereo results.26 This is
equivalent to a tube shift of about ±3°s> 1

2 tan−1s0.1dd. In our
previous studies,4–7,9–11we also found that ±3° would pr
vide sufficient stereoscopic vision without causing exces
eye strain. The FFDM system was not designed for ste
scopic imaging. It does not have an electronic or mecha
lock mechanism to keep the x-ray tube stationary at the
propriate shift angle, nor do the collimator blades adjus
maintain complete coverage of the detector when the
tube is shifted. We designed a stereo image acquis
method for phantoms and specimens in which the obje
shifted instead of the focal spot. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
exposure geometry for the object relative to the focal
when the focal spot is shifted to the left is equivalent to
when the focal spot is stationary and the object is shifte
the right by the same distance. Similarly, the geometry w
the focal spot is shifted to the right is equivalent to that w
the focal spot is stationary and the object is shifted to the
A small error is caused by the slightly shorter focal-spo

detector distance in the object-shift geometry because the
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1003 Chan et al. : Effect of stereomammography on assessment of breast lesions 1003
x-ray focal spot moves along an arc. This error is estim
to be less than 0.1% for a ±3° stereo angle shift and a
crum of rotation at 46 cm from the focal spot. Using
geometry of the GE system and the ±3° stereo angle
used in this study, the object shift distance,w, can be calcu
lated to be ±2.4 cm from the central position. For a gi
stereo angle shift, the linear shift distance is the sam
both the contact geometry and the magnification geom
The phantom-shift technique was also used in our prev
phantom studies.10,11

To facilitate the shifting of the object in a direction par
lel to the chest wallsfocal spot shift directiond for the FFDM
system, we built a platform using Lexan plates shown in
2. The platform has a stationary base that fits on the m
fication stand. The object is placed on a sliding plate on
of the base. The sliding plate can be moved manually
tween two guardrails in a direction parallel to the chest w
The central position and the left and right shift distan
were marked on the stationary base. The tissue spec
could therefore be moved to the desired left and right
locations easily and precisely. Two fiducial markersssmall
metal ringsdwere affixed to the sliding plate. Their positio
in the images were later used for alignment of the left
and right-eye images of the stereo pairs.

Consecutive biopsied breast tissue samples that were
to the radiology department for specimen radiographs
imaged additionally with the stereoscopic technique if
FFDM system was available. The specimens were ther
random samples without selection. Each specimen c
contain microcalcifications, mass, both, or normal tis
Some specimens were obtained with ultrasound-guide
opsy of mammographically occult masses. The normal ti
was usually a result of a second biopsy to excise addit
margins if the first tissue specimen was found to have a
margin. Two sets of stereo image pairs were acquired of
sample. These were acquired in approximately orthog
orientations, whereby the second set was obtained by ro
the sample over by approximately 90°. The exposure t

FIG. 1. Imaging geometry for acquisition of stereoscopic image pai
magnification geometry. Left panel: a conventional “focal-spot s
method in which the focal spot is shifted to the left and to the right o
central ray by a distancew to expose the left-eye and right-eye image. R
panel: an equivalent “object shift” method in which the object is shifte
the right and to the left of the central ray by the same distance,w. It can be
seen that the image exposed by the f.s.sLd geometry is equivalent to th
exposed by the objectsLd geometry. Similarly, the image exposed by
f.s.sRd geometry is equivalent to that exposed by the objectsRd geometry.
niques were manually chosen by mammography technolo
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gists. The mammography technologists were instructe
use high dose, identical techniques for the left-eye and r
eye images. The target/filter combinations were ma
Mo/Mo with Mo/Rh in some cases. The kilovoltage ran
from 24 to 27 kVp and the mAs ranged from 40 to 80 m
depending on the thickness of the tissue specimen.

All stereo image pairs were visually inspected for al
ment and exposure by an experienced physicist. S
samples were rejected because of improper shift betwee
left-eye and right-eye images or improper exposure. All
age pairs with good stereoscopic quality and exposure
included. This resulted in a total of 316 stereo image p
from 158 specimens for the observer experiment. Base
pathological analysis 39.9% of the chosen samples
proven to contain malignancy. The lesion types and the n
ber of lesions of each type for the samples used are list
Table I. Examples of stereo image pairs of the tissue s

FIG. 2. The platform fits on the magnification stand of the FFDM sys
sad the sliding plate on top of the stationary base at the central pos
marked as 3,sbd the sliding plate was shifted to the left position at 2.4
marked as 1, andscd the sliding plate was shifted to the right position
2.4 cm, marked as 2. The stepwedge phantom shows where the tissue
men would be placed.

TABLE I. The lesion types and number of tissue specimens in each ty

Lesion Malignant Benign Total

Mass 21 31 52
Microcalcifications 14 38 52

Both 24 9 33
No visible mass or
microcalcifications

4 17 21

Total 63
s39.9%d

95
s60.1%d

158
-
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mens are shown in Fig. 3.

B. Stereo image display

The images were displayed on a stereo workstation
consists of a MegaScan 8 mega-pixel CRT monitor dr
by a Dome Md8-4820-LS stereoscopic board and a PC
monitor was adjusted with a photometer to meet the DIC
grayscale standards, and the room lights were dimmed

FIG. 3. Examples of stereo image pairssleft-eye image and right-eye imagd
of breast tissue specimens:sad specimen with microcalcifications—invasi
ductual carcinomas,sbd specimen with mass—invasive ductal carcinom
scd specimen with radial scar and microcalcifications—fibrocystic cha
and sdd specimen with mass—fibrocystic change and fat necrosis.
very low level during the observer studies. The system can

Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 4, April 2005
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display full-field s230031800 pixelsddigital mammogram
at a refresh rate of 120 Hz. It operates in a page flip
stereoscopic mode with the left- and right-eye images
played alternately. A pair of CrystalEyes LCD stereosc
glasses was used for viewing the stereoscopic images
stereo images were displayed with in-house developed
ware that provided functions to shift and align the left-
and right-eye images, adjust the contrast and brightness
store the selected alignment and windowing settings.
stereo display workstation is shown in Fig. 4. The phys
selected and saved the settings for each image pair w
became the default settings when this image pair was
played the next time. The same display conditions c
therefore be used for all radiologists in the observer s
The radiologist had the option of adjusting the window
tings if they deemed it necessary. The software could
switch the display to show the left-eye image alone or
right-eye image alone so that the observer could read
monoscopic image and the stereoscopic images of the
case sequentially, as designed for the observer exper
described in the following.

C. Observer performance study

A user interface was designed for the observer ex
ment. The user interface displayed images sequentiall
cording to an input list. Slide bars were provided to rec
the observer’s confidence ratingssscale of 1–100dregarding
the presence of a mass, the presence of calcification
likelihood of malignancy of the lesion if present, the like
hood of the margin being clear. The observers were
asked to provide an assessment of malignancy in terms
BI-RADS categoriess1=negative, 2=benign, 3=probab
benign, 4=suspicious, 5=highly suggestive
malignancyd,29 and a visual estimate of the margin cleara
s0=positive margin,1=0–2 mm, 2=2–5 mm, 3=grea
than 5 mmd. Five Mammography Quality Standards
sMQSAd qualified radiologists participated in the exp

FIG. 4. Stereo display workstation composed of a MegaScan 8 mega
monitor driven by a Dome Md8-4820-LS stereoscopic board and a PC
system can display full-fields230031800 pixelsddigital mammograms at
refresh rate of 120 Hz.
ment. The experiment was designed to have each observer
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1005 Chan et al. : Effect of stereomammography on assessment of breast lesions 1005
read the 316 specimen images in two sessions. The
views of each specimen were read independently and
arranged to be read in the two separate sessions to redu
possibility of memorization. It may be noted that this was
equivalent to using 316 truly independent samples in
observer experiment. This increased the sample size b
possible correlation between the two views may cau
slight underestimation of the variances in the data. The
ing sequence was systematically arranged in a cou
balanced design so that no specific cases were read
observers always in the first or the second session. The
reading order was different for each observer. The obse
first read the left-eye image alone as a monoscopic im
and entered their assessments in all categories. The s
scopic images were then displayed and were read wit
LCD glasses. The observers were free to change their ra
in every category after reading the stereoscopic images
observers were allowed unlimited time to read each c
They were also free to break the reading sessions into sh
ones. The radiologists were informed of the fact that
samples were randomly collected from the biopsied ti
specimens so that the proportion of malignant and be
cases would be similar to that in their clinical practice. T
were therefore also aware that some specimens cou
found to be negative for lesions or malignancy by pathol
cal analysis.

Before a radiologist was recruited as observer, he/sh
derwent a standard Randot Circles Stereo testsStereo Optica
Co., Inc., Chicago, ILdto evaluate their stereo acuity. T
reader viewed ten sets of circles on the test pattern thr
polarized glasses. Each set contained three circles, o
which would appear to be at a different depth from the ot
when viewed stereoscopically. The reader was asked to
tify the circle that stood out in each of the ten sets.
radiologists participated in our observer performance s
could correctly identify 9 to 10 of the circles, indicating t
their level of stereopsis was at least 30 s of arc at a vie
distance of 16 in. Prior to reading the test stereo images
observer also participated in a training session to bec
familiar with the reading task and the user interface.

D. Data analysis

The confidence ratings and the BI-RADS assessmen
the observers were analyzed with theLABMRMC program.30

The area under the ROC curve,Az, and the partial area inde
above a sensitivity of 0.90,Az

s0.9d, were used to compare t
performance between monoscopic reading and monos
assisted with stereoscopic reading. The statistical sig
cance of the difference inAz between the two was estimat
by the two-tailedp-value from theLABMRMC program and
the Student’s paired t-test. The averageAz and Az

s0.9d values
were obtained from the average ROC curve that was de
from the average slope and intercept parameters of the
vidual readers’ ROC curves. For the classification of ma
nant and benign lesions, all samples were analyzed tog

regardless of the lesion type.
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For the analysis of the visual assessment of the m
status of the specimens in comparison with patholog
analysis, we first combined the margin assessments fro
two orthogonal views of the same specimen by taking
minimum margin clearance seen by the radiologist in the
views. This simulated the situation in which the radiolo
was allowed to see the margins from the two different
jections and estimated the minimum margin clearance
all visible borders, as they do in reading specimen ra
graphs in their routine clinical practice. The correlation
the radiologists’ assessment of margin clearance with th
sult of pathological analysis was evaluated by the Pear
correlation coefficient. Since pathological reports inclu
margin assessment only for malignant lesions, only this
set of cases was used in the correlation analysis.

III. RESULTS

The radiologists’ accuracy in detection of microcalcifi
tions in the specimen by reading a single-projection imag
comparison to that with additional stereoscopic readin
shown in Table II. In this ROC analysis, all samples w
microcalcificationssmalignant and benignd were considere
to be positive cases. The samples with mass alone or w
either mass or microcalcifications were treated as neg
cases with respect to microcalcifications. The detectio
microcalcifications in the small volume of tissue specim
appeared to be easy with or without stereoscopic rea
The Az values for the five radiologists ranged from 0.92
0.97 with an average of 0.95 for monoscopic reading. N
ertheless, the radiologists still improved their performa
with additional stereoscopic reading, with theAz values rang
ing from 0.92 to 0.98 and an average of 0.96. The impr
ment, although modest, was consistent over all radiolo
sthe Az value of Radiologist 5 improved from 0.918
0.922d. The partial area indexAz

s0.9d values for the radiolo
gists were also high, ranging from 0.30 to 0.76 with mo

TABLE II. Performance of radiologists in detecting microcalcifications in
tissue specimens with monoscopicssingle projectiond reading and with ad
ditional stereoscopic reading. The averageAz and Az

s0.9d were derived from
the averagea andb parameters of the individual ROC curves. The impro
ments inAz and Az

s0.9d were both statistically significant withp=0.02 and
p=0.004, respectively.

Radiologist

Az Az
s0.9d

Monoscopic With stereo Monoscopic With ster

1 0.97±0.01 0.98±0.01 0.76 0.79
2 0.95±0.01 0.96±0.01 0.58 0.67
3 0.94±0.02 0.95±0.02 0.48 0.55
4 0.94±0.02 0.95±0.01 0.58 0.65
5 0.92±0.02 0.92±0.02 0.30 0.36

Average 0.95 0.96 0.57 0.63
scopic reading and improved to a range of 0.36 to 0.79 with
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1006 Chan et al. : Effect of stereomammography on assessment of breast lesions 1006
additional stereoscopic reading. The improvements inAz and
Az

s0.9d were both statistically significant withp=0.02 for Az

andp=0.004 forAz
s0.9d.

The radiologists’ accuracy in detection of masses with
two reading conditions is compared in Table III. Similar
the ROC analysis for microcalcifications, all samples w
masses were considered positive. The samples with m
calcifications alone or without either mass or microcalcifi
tions were considered negative for masses. For monos
reading, theAz values of the radiologists ranged from 0.75
0.83 with an averageAz of 0.80. With additional stereoscop
reading, theAz values for four of the five radiologists im
proved. TheAz ranged from 0.79 to 0.84 and the averageAz

was improved to 0.82. However, the improvements in b
Az and Az

s0.9d fell short of statistical significance withp
=0.08 andp=0.11, respectively.

Table IV shows the comparison of the radiologists’ ass
ments of the likelihood of malignancy of the tissue sp
mens with and without stereoscopic reading. With mo
scopic reading, theAz values of the radiologists ranged fro
0.65 to 0.74. Their accuracy improved significantlysp
=0.04d with additional stereoscopic reading to the rang

TABLE III. Performance of radiologists in detecting masses in the ti
specimens with monoscopicssingle projectiond reading and with addition
stereoscopic reading. The averageAz andAz

s0.9d were derived from the ave
agea andb parameters of the individual ROC curves. The improvemen
Az and Az

s0.9d both fell short of statistical significance withp=0.08 andp
=0.11, respectively.

Radiologist

Az Az
s0.9d

Monoscopic With stereo Monoscopic With ster

1 0.83±0.02 0.84±0.02 0.19 0.22
2 0.75±0.03 0.79±0.02 0.11 0.18
3 0.81±0.02 0.82±0.02 0.24 0.28
4 0.83±0.03 0.83±0.03 0.25 0.24
5 0.80±0.03 0.81±0.02 0.16 0.17

Average 0.80 0.82 0.19 0.22

TABLE IV. Performance of radiologists in classification of malignant
benign lesions in the tissue specimens with monoscopicssingle projectiond
reading and with additional stereoscopic reading. The averageAz andAz

s0.9d

were derived from the averagea and b parameters of the individual RO
curves. The improvements inAz andAz

s0.9d were both statistically significa
with p=0.04 andp=0.04, respectively.

Radiologist

Az Az
s0.9d

Monoscopic With stereo Monoscopic With ster

1 0.72±0.03 0.74±0.03 0.07 0.09
2 0.73±0.03 0.78±0.03 0.12 0.19
3 0.74±0.03 0.74±0.03 0.09 0.11
4 0.65±0.03 0.67±0.03 0.10 0.11
5 0.68±0.03 0.70±0.03 0.10 0.13

Average 0.70 0.72 0.10 0.13
Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 4, April 2005
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0.67 to 0.78sFig. 5d. The partial area indexAz
s0.9d also im-

proved significantlysp=0.04dfrom a range of 0.07 to 0.12
a range of 0.09 to 0.19.

Table V shows the changes in BI-RADS categories
stereoscopic reading. Since the BI-RADS assessment o
egories 3 or above indicates the need of call-back for fu
evaluation, and categories 4 and 5 indicate a recomm
tion for biopsy, we summarized the changes in the BI-RA
categories across the threshold between categories 1, 2
4, 5, and the threshold between categories 1, 2, 3 and
By counting the number of lesions having an increase in
categories across the threshold as positive and a decre
negative, the average number of lesions that had signi
changes in BI-RADS categories over the five radiologist
the malignant lesions and the benign lesions were calcu
The results revealed that the radiologists improved thei
sessments of malignant lesions with stereoscopic rea
For malignant lesions, the BI-RADIS assessments for a
erage of 1.6 lesionss1.6/63=2.5%d per radiologist wer
changed from negative or benign to call-back, and an
age of 2.2 lesionss2.2/63=3.5%d per radiologist wer
changed from categories 1, 2, and 3 to recommendatio
biopsy. However, for benign lesions there were also
creases in call-back and biopsy recommendations bu

FIG. 5. The area under the ROC curves for the five radiologists for c
fication of malignant and benign lesions. The observers show a mode
consistent improvement in performance with additional stereos
viewing.

TABLE V. The average number of lesions per radiologist of which the
RADS category was changed after stereoscopic reading. BI-RADS c
ries 3 or above represent a call-back and categories 4 or above re
biopsy recommendation. Positive change indicated an increase in the
ber of lesions from the lower to the higher categories and negative c
indicated a decrease.

Change in BI-RADS
assessment

Average number of lesions per radiologist

From categories 1, 2 to
categories 3, 4, 5

From categories 1, 2,
to categories 4, 5

Malignant lesions 1.6 2.2
Benign lesions 1.2 0.4
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changes were less, with an average of 1.2s1.2/95=1.3%d
and 0.4s0.4/95=0.4%d lesions per radiologist for the tw
types of changes, respectively.

The correlation coefficients of the radiologists’ ass
ment of margin clearance with pathological analysis are
ted in Fig. 6. The assessment of margin status visual
tissue specimens was found to be very unreliable. The
relation coefficients for all radiologists with or without s
reoscopic reading were below about 0.3.

IV. DISCUSSION

The purpose of our study was to evaluate the pote
advantages of stereo full-field digital mammography for
detection and characterization of breast lesions. Becau
the difficulty of collecting a large data set of stereosco
whole breast mammograms with lesions, we used s
specimen radiographs for this preliminary study. Detec
and characterization of lesions on specimen radiograp
different from similar tasks on FFDMs. Since the location
the lesion is confined to a smaller and thinner tissue sa
than the whole breast, specimen radiographs should al
provide superior visibility of lesion characteristics as co
pared to whole breast mammograms. Therefore, thes
more difficult tasks for achieving improvements in the de
tion and characterization of the lesions. Nevertheless
results indicate that the additional stereoscopic reading
improve the visualization of lesions and the accuracy o
sessing their malignant or benign characteristics in spec
radiographs. Although the results cannot be generalize
rectly to reading whole breast mammograms, the pote
for information gain and improvement in accuracy with
reoscopic reading have been demonstrated. In a stud
Getty et al.8 comparing the characterization of mamm
graphic lesions on film mammograms alone to that with
ditional reading of whole breast stereomammograms,
observed an improvement inAz from 0.83 to 0.86. The
slightly larger improvement inAz with whole breast mam
mograms than that obtained in our study appears to cor

FIG. 6. The correlation coefficients between the radiologists’ assessm
margin clearance and pathological analysis. The black bars were ob
with monoscopic reading, the white bars were obtained with additiona
reoscopic reading.
rate our expectations.
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The observer performance results indicated that the
set used in this study was quite difficult even in speci
radiographs. The mass detection task was challenging
for experienced radiologists, probably because the sam
contained a variety of abnormal and normal specimen
cluding focal densities and mammographically occult ma
that were imaged with ultrasound during the wire local
tion procedure. The characterization of malignant and be
lesions was also difficult because these lesions had bee
ommended for biopsy so that they all appeared to be s
cious to some degree. There were also cases in whic
lesions were partially removed by core biopsy so that
appearance might not be typical. The variety of cases
included because the ROC experiment measured the re
improvement with additional stereoscopic reading for
given set of samples rather than the absolute performan
the radiologists in clinical practice.

Breast tissue specimens are routinely radiographed
read by radiologists to determine primarily if the lesion
ommended for biopsy is included in the specimen and
ondarily if the cancer extends to the margin in lumpect
cases. The results are used by the surgeon to determ
additional excision is needed. The low correlation betw
the visual assessment of margin clearance with the pat
gists’ report is somewhat unexpected. It therefore indic
that visual assessment of margin status does not corre
very well with microscopic analysis. It is likely that t
specimen radiograph is useful for estimating whether th
sion is far from the specimen’s boundaries. However, if
lesion is close to the margin, i.e., within a few millimete
specimen radiographs are not capable of showing wh
microscopic amounts of malignant tissues are present
boundary.

In this study we used a sequential reading met
namely, the observer first read with monoscopic viewing
provided their ratings, and this was immediately follow
with stereoscopic viewing and second ratings. The se
ratings therefore represented diagnostic decisions res
from a combination of the information from the conventio
monoscopic reading with that from the additional ste
scopic reading. This will likely be the reading mode use
stereoradiographs are available clinically because the le
and right-eye images are readily available for monosc
viewing and because there is no need to trade off any e
ing benefits of conventional reading in exchange for the
reoscopic viewing. The radiologists may switch between
monoscopic and the stereoscopic images to extract co
mentary information or to confirm their observations. T
information gain may be obtained without or with a minim
increase in patient exposure compared with current sc
film mammographic techniques. Further studies of inte
include comparisons of the detection and characterizati
lesions under the following sequential reading conditionss1d
monoscopic reading of either the left-eye or the right
image alone,s2d monoscopic readings of both the left-e
and right-eye images by switching back and forth betw
the two, ands3d with additional stereoscopic reading of

f
d

-

image pair. These comparisons will reveal if the slight shift
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in the perspective obtained from monoscopic reading
both the left-eye and right-eye images will in itself prov
sufficient information to improve the detection and cha
terization performances or if the additional stereosc
reading with depth perception is essential. Another stud
interest is a comparison of monoscopic readings of the
orthogonal views of the specimens with stereoscopic rea
of one of the views or both views. This study will revea
the 3D information obtained from orthogonal views is su
rior to that from stereoscopic reading of one of the view
if additional information can still be gained from ster
scopic reading of both views. Likewise, a comparison
monoscopic readings of CC view and MLO view mamm
grams to stereoscopic reading of the MLO view mam
gram alone or both views will be an interesting study
evaluate how stereomammography may be implement
clinical practice.

To simplify image acquisition and the observer exp
ment, we used the left-eye image of the stereo pair a
monoscopic image for reading. Since the stereo shift an
only ±3°, the difference in projection between an ima
taken at the central positionsno-shiftdand the left-eyesor the
right-eyedimage is very small. Each image of the stereo
should be very similar to the central image. Furthermore
instructed the technologists to use exposure techniques
higher than those used for a conventional specimen r
graph. The use of high dose techniques was intended t
tain monoscopic images of which the image quality wo
not be limited by quantum noise. This experimental de
reduces the likelihood that the information gain with ste
scopic reading is due to the reduced noise when two m
scopic images were integrated into the stereoscopic im
Although it is difficult to perform a quantitative measu
ment to prove that this was indeed the case, all monos
images were visually evaluated and only low noise, h
quality images were accepted as case samples for th
server experiment.

We adjusted the display monitor with a photomete
meet the DICOM grayscale standards. We did not attem
take into account the attenuation by the LCD glasses in
adjustment because there are no DICOM standards fo
ting up a stereo display at present. The LCD glasses d
grade the perceived image quality to some extent, such
reduction in brightness and an increase in noise. How
since the degradation would have a negative impact on
reoscopic reading, one may expect that the advantag
stereoscopic reading would be even greater than thos
served in our study if the degradation could be compens
for or if better stereoscopic viewing methodsse.g., highe
transmission stereo glasses or no glassesd become availabl
in the future.

One of the expectations for developing 3D imaging te
niques such as stereomammography for screening is
duce recalls. In conventional mammography, many re
are caused by superimposition of dense tissue mimic
masses and insignificant calcifications appearing to be
tered due to a lack of 3D spatial distribution information

our study, analysis of the BI-RADS assessments indicate
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that the increase in detection sensitivity is accompanied
slight increase in recalls. It is not known how the readin
specimen radiographs in a laboratory experiment w
translate to clinical applications. However, the observed
provements in the ROC curves indicate that there were
improvements in the performances of the radiologists
additional stereoscopic reading and that the radiologist
not simply relax the decision thresholds along their orig
ROC curves, which would also result in an increase in
sitivity and a decrease in specificity. The improvement
the ROC curves show the promise that, if the radiolog
become more experienced with stereomammography
more confident in utilizing the additional 3D information
assessing the lesions, they may be able to adjust their
sion thresholds along the resulting higher ROC curves
that the sensitivity will be gained without a tradeoff, or e
with an increase, in specificity in comparison to their d
sions along the lower ROC curves associated with m
scopic reading alone. Further studies will be needed to in
tigate if this can be realized and thus lead to a reductio
recalls.

One limitation of stereoscopic viewing is that human e
vary in their stereo acuity, although it is believed that st
acuity may improve with training. The radiologists part
pated in this study were impressed by the 3D appearan
the stereoscopic images. The image quality of our stereo
play workstation is excellent without perceivable flick
However, some of the radiologists still experienced eye
tigue if the reading time was long. These problems ma
alleviated with a different display method or viewing el
tronics as well as improved reader ergonomic factors.

V. CONCLUSION

We have performed an observer performance study
ROC methodology to evaluate the improvement in mam
graphic lesion detection and characterization by stereos
reading. Our results indicated that statistically signific
stwo-tailedp,0.05d improvements were achieved for det
tion of microcalcifications and for classification of malign
and benign lesions. The detection of masses was als
proved but the improvement fell short of statistical sign
cance. This study demonstrates the potential of using st
mammography to improve the detection and characteriz
of mammographic lesions.
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